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Editorial

Greetings from the entire SymBeat Team on the release of this year’s first
edition of ‘SymBeat’. It brings us immense pleasure to present before you this
edition of the magazine, each and every aspect of which has been conceived
after much deliberation and careful consideration.
For the theme of the magazine, the ideas were gathered from many and the final
theme was selected from a huge array of suggestions. The theme for this
edition, “DUM SPIRO SPERO’, denotes the ever apt motto- ‘While I Breathe, I
Hope’, ever more relevant for the generation that is always on the go. The
theme also aims to instigate and instil the sense of liveliness in order to jolt the
readers out of their mundane and iterative lives.
In line with the earlier editions, this semester’s edition also aims to put forth the
ideas and the musings of those who are into putting their expressions into
writings.
It is one of the great unfathomables: what makes a reader read a magazine?
Having exhausted all our resources and having toiled to the best of our abilities,
we have tried making reading of this magazine much less cumbersome and
hopefully, much more gripping and all absorbing.

With warm regards
Team SymBeat
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BOOK REVIEW:
KEEPERS OF THE KALACHAKRA
the most influential minds of the world strongly
believing in keeping the beliefs and ideology of
Ashwin Sanghi is back with another sensational the community a well-draped secret from the
crime thriller with a perfect blend of mythology world.
and laws of physics. Keepers of the Kalachakra is
Ashwin Sanghi’s next in the line of Bharat series. The best part about the books, is the characters.
The plot begins with the mysterious death of the Be it the conservative American President-elect
known leaders of the nation and grows to be more or the radical Wahhabi Mafraqi, the mystic sage
intriguing when the deaths turn out to be a well- Brahmananda or the geek scientist Vijay and his
planned murder with same signs of death with no counterpart Mikhlaiov, the interconnectedness
murder weapon identified. These mysterious of all the characters in the plot makes Ashwin
deaths lead to the formation of IG4, an Sanghi a distinguished writer in its own sense.
intelligence organization formed by the leading Further, throughout the book, the reader would
developed and emerging economies to keep the witness letters written to Masoud by an
human existence at intact. The human existence is anonymous writer whose revelation in the
threatened by various religious fanatics arduously climax would keep the readers awestruck.
trying to turn the whole world into one religious’
The storyline works at different levels dealing
belief – Islam and the death of liberals.
with – terrorism, religious fundamentalism,
In the meantime, a seemingly innocuous interview philosophical notions keeping the science of
lands an IIT Prof. Vijay Sundaram in the field of quantum as its base and gets interesting at every
quantum physics in the most harmful job in the turn of the page by the detailed description
unknown lands of Uttarakhand. Away from the offered by Ashwin Sanghi. The book keeps the
hubbub of his daily life, Vijay soon finds out reader always on the edge with various
truths about the Kalachakra theory – wheel of time mysteries and secrets being unfolded at every
and its resemblance to the laws of physics page of the story. The reader goes on a roller
proposed by Einstein, Newton and various others coaster ride with the concoction of the
over the period of time They were on the lines like Kalachakra theory unfolding new truths that are
these – ‘Our sun is just one star among the 200 to a direct witness to the findings of the laws of
400 billion stars in our galaxy – the Milky Way. physics. The story unfolds various emotions and
The universe consists of two trillion galaxies like learnings for the readers to leave them in aghast
the Milky Way. If we were to represent the entire at the jaw-dropping discoveries.
universe as Earth, then Earth itself would Keepers of the Kalachakra is undoubtedly a
proportionally be the size of a billionth of a must read for all the mystery, science and
pinhead! So, the probability of not having a mythology lovers reaffirming Ashwin Sanghi as
quantum twin in the universe is extremely low!’ the ‘Dan Brown of India’.

-

Mili Jhaveri

makes you ponder on the nuances of the truth.
Vijay soon meets an undercover Russian agent
having deep ties with IG4 undergoing a mission to
seize the end of the world by the hands of Minerva
community, founded and pursued by
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FIRST!!
When the skies turn slate and start to pour,
The winds blow cold with petrichor
The chills and cold hands are high
reminiscent
Of the time my lips touched someone's
magnificent.
"Right here we are," said she with a smirk,
Yet pretty confused as for how it should
work.
"You know in the movies it happens on an
impulse."
She tried to poke me, très risqué them
dimples.
"This is the real life" I retorted with a qualm
"In planning is perfection, it doesn't do no
harm"
"For a kiss is a kiss, irrelevant its stipulation,
Enough of your banter, let’s start this
operation."

I've died and this is heaven, sweet
epiphany.
She wasn't doing too good herself at that,
She purred and she shuffled like a kid of a
cat,
And wouldn't let go of my fortunate face,
Prickly her skin, mission success!
When finally unwillingly we decided to
part,
"What just happened?" I thought in my
heart,
Like I've died and gone knocking on
heaven’s door,
She looked at me bewildered and asked
"One more?"

Yet none of us had ever done this before,
A little more courage I tried to conjure.
The smile had long wiped off her pretty face,
Curious determination and grace.
Love lust attachment and primal desire
Raced through my veins like hot volcanic
fire.
Oh and that touch of those soft buds of rose
Will forever my weakness be and a source of
my woes.
Electric an understatement would be,
Bound by her arms and yet I was so free,
Longest 10 seconds if there were any,
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Book Review
Tuesdays With Morrie – Mitch Albom
-Tanvi Mehta
This book is something very close to my heart because it was recommended (read: advocated) by
someone very close to me. The very next day I found myself going to the library and looking for
the same until I found it stashed in a dark corner of the library among management books.
I know this author from his acclaimed book titled, “Five People you meet in Heaven”. A story that
makes you rethink everything and every course of action you ever took and how it impacted lives
around you, but again that is a story for another day.
Let me start by warning you that a mere 192 pages of this book has the power to change your
perspective, attitude and your behavior. While this is the slogan of every self-help book, trust me
this is not your any other book. This story, rather the author captures the very essence of life. It
gives an account of 14 Tuesdays, that matter.
‘Death ends a life, not a relationship’ – Morrie Schwartz.
The book is about a man who has fully accepted his fate that his death is inevitable. While a normal
person would crib about his destiny, Morrie takes this as an opportunity to give his one last lecture
to his favorite student. A teacher by profession, who did not limit his lessons to subjects, but Life,
found that he is dying soon by ALS. On the other hand, his favorite student was trapped in a routine
and valued things his professor never advocated. The book takes us through parallel storylines
comparing the present with what happens 16 years ago when the author was studying under his
professor. They meet again after the author saw his ‘Coach’, as he fondly calls him, giving an
interview. While they start meeting on Tuesdays, every meeting is a lecture, only the syllabus is
Love, Marriage, Death and Forgiveness. Every lesson is not only enriching for the Author, but also
the reader because its emphasis on things actually needed, not wanted. How one should wash in
their emotions before learning to let go because acceptance is the key. While it shows Morrie as
an extraordinary person, it is not the case. It shows how a human is capable of embracing other
humans. He emphasis on a point that how materialistic world is an empty shell and how obsessed
we are with a culture that not only forms our habits but our mindset as well.
In all, this book makes you think. Because it answers your basic question regarding marriage and
why is it important, Forgiveness and why you need to forgive others, Death and how you have to
embrace it, Aging and how you shouldn’t be afraid of it and a perfect life. Morrie always said,”
One day, he will get you”, and in the end he does.
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TVF Play’s “Yeh Meri Family”: A Review of the Content Strategy
“How TVF has brilliantly gauged the Pulse of an audience that forms the core of the Target
Group for the product they are endorsing – Mutual Funds.”
-Viplav Singh

TVF Play is back with a bang and how! A sabbatical after the recent unpleasant events surely has helped.
“Yeh Meri Family” packs more than a punch or two in terms of content strategy. The crisp 7-episode web
series wraps nostalgia in simple memories without being emotionally exhausting or didactical in its
approach. The series is a result of the second partnership between TVF and AMFI (Association of Mutual
Funds of India) and is a brilliant effort in terms of educating and nurturing its target audience. The series
is a mosaic of classic incidents which form a part of every 90s kid’s childhood. The show is set in Jaipur
over the events of a 12-year-old’s summer vacation of 1998, revolving around the simplicity in conflicts,
emotions and bonding of the five-member Gupta family.
What makes this gem a Content Strategy masterpiece? Read On…
The series is the result of the collaboration between TVF and “Mutual Fund Sahi hai”, the extensive
campaign by Association of Mutual Funds of India’s (AMFI) which makes it the content masterstroke it
is. Targeting the Tier – II and nearby cities (in terms of demographics), the show is set in Jaipur. It
showcases a middle-class family delivering the most nostalgic dose of light-hearted dramedy. The show
focuses on the deeply embedded concept of an important social institution – the family.
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Crispness – 7 Episodes, around 30 minutes each. The episodes are light, both in content
and in duration. This is important as the audience that it seeks is the one that watches
content on-the-go during coffee/lunch breaks, metro rides and occasional smoking breaks
during work. Each subsequent episode is not very heavily dependent on the previous one
which makes it easier for a viewer to relate to any of the episodes independently. This
helps the social media case as these videos have been shared randomly on platforms like
Facebook in the form of short clips or links to the episodes on YouTube. A viewer who
comes across a random video clip from the series can relate to it instantly without having
watched any of the previous episodes.
Relevance – The Slice-of-life show targets the 90s kids – a population which is the prime
target for mutual funds currently, to deliver a strong dose of nostalgia and all things
relatable. The central character of the show, Harshu, is a 12-year-old in the year 1998. This
puts him in the age bracket that is the sweet spot as far as the target audience for mutual
funds is concerned. The middle class is another segment that has immense potential for
AMFI’s current plan of expanding mutual fund investments on a large scale. The previous
partnership of TVF and AMFI was with “The Aam Aadmi Family” which also had the
middle class as its focal point. Further, Relatable Content, like always, proves to be the
game changer here. The deftness lies in the ease with which the series has been kept simple
and avoids the overuse of relatability. Investor Education is done through scenes which
somehow manage to not look out of place during an episode. The content of the show
employs customer success stories, the proven tactic to influence the audience – Harshu’s
father, played by Akarsh Khurana is an investment advisor and is all praises for mutual
funds. An ideal, loving and adorable father image of the character evokes a sense of
credibility when he advises his clients on matters such as risks associated with mutual
funds.
The story appeals to the Family-Oriented Lifestyle Segment wherein the decisions as
important as financial investments are made by the elders of the family keeping in mind
the well-being of the family and not just financial gains. Apart from that, in any piece of
drama that aims to cater to a specific audience, it is extremely important that the audience
takes sides – the viewer should ‘want’ something good to happen to the main character.
For this, the characters should not be larger-than-life or unrelatable to the audience. “Yeh
Meri Family” hits the nail on the head – Mr Gupta is not an ideal, preaching father but the
one with his own shortcomings; Dabbu, the elder son of the family is not entirely the ideal,
scripture of a son – he has his ‘bad habits’ that he hides from his parents like any other
teenager. Similarly, Harshu, the 12-year-old is not entirely mischievous but is an adorable,
kind-hearted kid.
The Buying Cycle – While I enjoyed every bit of this amazing work, I could not help but
think where does this entire concept of marketing a financial product subtly fit in the
buying cycle?
Attract – Capture – Nurture – Convert – Expand
Every episode begins with an advertisement about mutual funds and contains one or
more scenes on the same. The major thrust points were – Risks associated and Benefits.
These advertisements are conversational that ‘show’ rather than ‘tell’ the audience what
they are trying to sell. While some strategically placed scenes on mutual fund awareness
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and the ads talk about ‘Mutual Fund Sahi Hai’ website, a definite call-to-action is missing,
which is simply because this is not a case of in-your-face product placement.
The scenes depict a conversation between Akarsh Khurana (Mr Gupta) and his clients
wherein he is shown busting myths (like mutual funds can invest solely in stock markets)
and focusing on the importance of patience in investments like these during tough times.
While the Benefits part tends to ‘Attract’ the customer, it is the other one that does it
better along with nurturing the already existing customers. With financial products and
services, marketing does not have to focus on telling ‘what the product/service can do’
as much as it needs to focus on showing the customer how ‘what it can’t do’ will affect
him.
All in all, the storytelling genius wins it for TVF in this one. Tightly woven, simple plot
arrests the viewer right from the start almost in a comatose grip refusing to let go. The
ease with which the incidents are illustrated with meticulous detailing is truly admirable.
“Yeh Meri Family” is truly a gem in terms of Content Strategy with its ordinary brilliance
that at times, caresses and wrenches the heart of the viewer at the same time.
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The Holy Trinity
-Dhruv Kandoi
The concept of Holy Trinity is an age-old
concept spanning over different mythology
developing over time as an ideology. But why
is this age-old concept relevant in this world of
technology. First, let us understand what
exactly is this concept. The concept in
Christianity says that there is one God in Three
Divine Persons. Even though the three persons
are distinct, in essence, they are one (part of
one). The Father, Son and The Holy Spirit are
answers to ‘Who’, whereas the God is answer
to the ‘What’. In Indian Mythology, we look
at the Trimurti of ‘Brahma-Vishnu-Mahesh’
which refers to Brahma as the creator, Vishnu
as the Preserver and Shiva as the Destroyer.
Their feminine consorts form the Tridevi of
‘Mahasarasvati-Mahalaxmi-Mahakali’ where
Mahasarasvati is referred as the creator,
Mahalaxmi is referred as the preserver and
Mahakali is referred to as the Destroyer. In
Greek and Roman Mythology, it refers to
‘Zeus-Hera-Athena’ and their Roman
counterparts ‘Jupiter-Juno-Minerva’. Zeus
and Jupiter are the Kings of Gods and
Thunder, Hera and Juno the queen of Gods,
Athena and Minerva the Goddess of wisdom.
I believe this is enough to identify that this
important concept is existent in almost all
mythologies and holds distinct meanings.

But why is this important to a society. In a
country like India, where cultural diversity
and ethnic colours change with few 100
kilometres. There are bound to be
differences and complexities between them.
We as an individual need to understand that
Christianity is not Hinduism, Hinduism is
not Islamism, Islamism is not Sikhism, but
they are all a religion. They are subset of a
larger, bigger belief or entity.
How can this concept be applied to an
individual? This concept is essential
because we need to accept who we are. A
person has several qualities, some can
elevate an individual while others can prove
detrimental to the same person. Sometimes,
we feel euphoric over our strengths and
depressed over weaknesses. If a person
associates only with the positives, they
might become over-confident or forget to
work on their weaknesses. Similarly, if a
person associates only with the negatives,
they might get depressed or lose their
positives. As per my understanding of The
Trinity, Positives are not Negatives,
Negatives are not Positives but they are all
you. They define you and will remain a part
of you. So, it depends on you how you
create yourself, how you preserve yourself
and how you destroy yourself. In other
words, how can you be the Brahma-VishnuMahesh of yourself. So, make sure to
always create something new, preserve
what is right for you, destroy what is not
right for you.
For the Trinity ‘Superman-BatmanIronman’, I would safely use the ‘no
comment’ cliché.
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Brokeback Mountain (2005)
-Dhruv Kandoi
Director – Ang lee
Starring – Jake Gyllenhaal, Heath Ledger,
Michelle Williams, Anne Hathaway
Duration – 2 hours 14 minutes

These two men are forced to deny the most
important feeling they have felt for someone
else. The frustration is clearly reflected in
Jack’s statement “I wish I knew how to quit
you”.

Rating – 4.5/5 Stars
Set in the 1960s, this is a tale of Ennis Del
Mar (Heath Ledger) and Jack Twist (Jake
Gyllenhaal) spanning over a course of 25
years. They meet as two young men who get
jobs as ship herders on the Brokeback
mountain. Ennis is a quiet man, soon to be
wed to Alma (Michelle Williams), who
wishes to be a ranch owner. Orphaned at a
young age, he resorts to being a man of few
words. Jack, on the other hand, dreams of
becoming the greatest rodeo cowboy of his
generation. He is outgoing, rebellious and a
dreamer.
Together they do the rigorous work of
herding ships in the unforgiving weather,
food shortage and animal attacks along the
whole summer. During the course of this
summer, they become friends as they both
share mutual feelings of loneliness in this
world. Eventually, as the summer
progresses, they find a deeper meaning in
this friendship. Unable to deal or understand
these feelings, they move on with their lives.
Ennis settles down with his wife Alma and 2
daughters whereas Jack is in Texas with his
wife Lurren (Anne Hathaway). When they
meet after several years, they find that their
love is undiminished. They decide to meet
discreetly on ‘fishing trips’. This leads to
complications in their marriage and divorce
for Ennis.

The setup of the movie is primarily countryside
and Brokeback Mountain is in itself an epitome
of aloof beauty building put a set of loneliness.
The direction of Ang Lee makes the movie
more than just an ordinary story of forbidden
love. Ang Lee makes it relatable to every
individual. Heath Ledger which most of us
know as the Joker (The Dark Knight) shows the
true range of emotions where his expressions
speak more than words. Jake Gyllenhaal
impresses as the counterpart who emotes in
sync which his words. Alma and Lureen are the
wives whose character portrays the
helplessness of one sided love.
The story shows us the gross realities with
which stigma stings the life of those who are
infected with it. For the course of their life, we
see Ennis and Jack struggling with their love
and acceptance from society. Their wives and
family who had to struggle to understand them.
The learnings of male chauvinism instilled in
mind which did not let Ennis come out and talk
about his true love. The recent overturn of
Section 377, has certainly helped LGBT
community in India. It’s a much watch for those
who need a dip of the 1960s ideology which
Indian society followed until 2018.
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GREEN
-Nikhil Patil

Burning ball, its raucous heat
Turns to brown what my eyes greet
The only solace, only peace
Are widespread boughs of lush green trees

Seeking peace like Buddhas dream
I turn to leaves and blades bright green
Bright! I do say but speak naught of
the intensity but impact I talk of.

So obvious, elemental it dims my nerves
It seeks out the calm of my mental reserves
Roll my eyes back, my soul I will have seen
Definitely I bet it is deep dark green.

What other photons are of such high stature
That resolutely represent the character of nature
Soak it in my vision, nothing seems sweeter
495-570 length in nanometres.
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Closure
- Regina Phalange

My phone screen flashed with a notification,
which said “Message from G”.
I did not save his full name because maybe I
thought
that
is
enough,
May be I thought I don’t have the strength to
see his name around me and handle all the
memories hitting me like a hail storm.
After pulling myself together from all the
mixed emotions swirling within me, doubting
if I can get through the text without getting
sanguine.
I knew I would not.
I questioned myself a million times, why
should not I just reply him back without
expecting
a
reply?
That’s just human tendency to expect a reply
to our messages.
Especially when it involves someone close to
your heart, the frequency of hope and pull is
just stronger than usual, I suppose.
It can either get you excitingly high or deeply
awful.
I opened his message with excitement and
fear of the conversation leaving me nothing
but miserable for the next few days. “How are
you?” He said.
I wanted to hug him and tell him that I am not
fine.
It is more than just a simple text to me.
Because it is umm, you!

It takes some time to get yourself deeply
immersed into it. The feeling I have for you
is different.
I chose you but you did not.
I admire and respect you for who you are. I
should. I have no choice because I cannot
love you.
We had a decent conversation over phone,
you said it was your birthday, I wished you
to be happy.
Then you left the conversation without a
bye.
I was hurt. I understood you were busy, I
understood that you are on a vacation and
enjoying, I understood it was your
birthday, but still I expected a reply
selfishly.
I believe in closure.
I wanted to know that our conversation
ended so that I will stop looking at my
phone hopelessly every time it flashed with
a notification.
I deserved a reply for all that I am going
through.
For whatever reasons, you did not.
I blamed you for being a comfortably selfregarding person and shamelessly asked
for you to not be rude and say bye and then
you replied which made my heart skip a
beat, again
“Byes are for conversations, which end
there“.
You left me hopelessly hopeful, again!

I want you now even when I know I cannot
have
you.
Do we have a name for this feeling? This is
not love. I have known you for just two
weeks. I do not believe in love at first sight,
love is something else but not this.
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NOTE
-Nandan Jha
.
Through the darkest of nights;
The sunniest of days,
Shall be your brightest star,
Your guiding rays.
To fix your scars with gold,
Whether young or old,
Should cherish and keep,
Whether warm or cold.
To write you with passion,
And write you with hope,
Write you with love,
Our souls should elope.
Shines a light through thou eyes,
Reveals all lies,
Makes her see what she cannot,
Rainbows and butterflies.
Wipes unshed tears,
Erases broken years,
Broken years, days and hours,
A broken minute that cowers.
Lifts up from the ground,
Deafens thou ugly sound;
Thou ugly sounds re-cuts the scar,
Makes her weaken her stars.
But those words, such effects,
Beautiful to hear that harmony,
Erases flaws and defects,
Puts on freckles, perfect.

Electric SUV Wars
-Saurabh Nagraj
Electric cars have come a long way. With
their roots at around the same time as their
Gasoline powered counterparts, electric cars
were a popular choice back in the 1900s.
Among the urban population, that was until
the Ford changed the course of automobile
history by introducing the Model T, which
made gasoline powered affordable and easier
to maintain and offered more value for money
than the electric cars of that time. Fast
forward, the time by more than a century and
the rising oil prices and pollution levels across
the world made the Electric vehicles an option
worth considering again, but the cars designed
initially were small odd-looking cars, which
never really found many takers because of
that.
However, in 2012, a certain California based
electric car manufacturer launched the muchtouted Model S and took the complete
automobile industry by storm. Yes, we are
talking about the highly popular Tesla Model
S, which paved the way for the recent leaps in
the electric car segment.
Tesla followed it up in 2015 by the Model X,
which was the first electric crossover in the
states. It really had no direct competition until
the Mercedes EQC, Jaguar I-pace and the
Audi e-Tron entered the market. The arrival
of these three highly capable vehicles is sure
to raise the temperatures in the Electric
vehicle space.
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Which one will prove to be the winner of this
competition technically will be determined next
year when the Audi E-Tron and the Mercedes
EQC will go into production. For now, we will
pitch them against each other in a bid to
anticipate
the
outcome.
1. Tesla Model X: Launched in 2015, the
Tesla Model X sports a futuristic look,
which grabs many eyeballs even today.
The famous ‘gull-wing’ doors makes the
car look like a famous DeLorean from
Back to the Future. The fact that this car
is still the benchmark for all the
upcoming electric SUVs is a testament to
how ahead of the curve this car really
was when it launched. With two motors
fitted, each tuned to generate 259
horsepower and 328 Nm of torque, this
SUV clocks a 0-100kmph speed in 4.7
seconds that is a sport car-rivalling
figure. It is mainly possible due to the
inherent superiority of the electric motors
in terms of power delivery. The range is
a fantastic 402km on a single charge.
Although futuristic, there were many
complaints regarding the quality of the
materials and the processes. Still, the
Tesla Model X is the king of the hill
when it comes to Electric SUVs.

2. Jaguar I-pace: Indeed the motoring world
is still reeling from the shock of the
launch of this stunning all electric
crossover from the Indian owned British
company. It is the boldest of bold moves
from Jaguar: an all-electric SUV, the first
credible rival to Tesla’s premium EV
dominance, a car that beats its German
rivals to market and a radical piece of
design

The I-pace uses two concentric electric
motors on each axle to put out a 394
horsepower and a 695 Nm of torque. This
humongous amount of torque propels this
car from a 0-100km/hr in a mind boggling
4.5 seconds and empowers it with a top
speed of 200 km/hr. The driving range is a
huge 480km on a single charge.
Surprisingly, the interior is designed
conventionally and a pattern widely
acceptable among the masses. With price
tags nearly hovering at the same level as the
Model X, this British manufactured car is set
to give some tough competition to Tesla.
3. Mercedes EQC: Mercedes announced
The EQC on 4 September 2018 and that
marked Mercedes’ official entry in the
Premium electric car market. The EQC has a
striking design when compared to its
gasoline-powered siblings, but compare it to
the I-pace or even the Model X for that
matter; the design is a subtle and understated
one, which may be a good selling point due
to the wider appeal for the car. The only
place the Mercedes lags behind is the
claimed range of over 360 km on a single
charge, which is less in comparison to the
competition. The good selling point for this
car would be the interior as the name
Mercedes is synonymous for Opulence.
4.
Audi e-Tron: The more recently
announced Audi e-Tron on 18 September
this year also marks the automaker giant and
parent company of Audi, Volkswagen’s
foray into all electric SUV market. Audi
claims that the e-Tron can go for about 398
km on a single charge. It allegedly employs
a recuperation system, which is responsible
for 30% of its range.
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It will feature a dual motor setup. Together
these motors have a total system output of
300 kW and 664 Nm of torque, which
enables the car to sprint from 0-62mph in
5.7 seconds and on to a top speed of 200
km/hr.
The electric car market witnessed a tremendous
growth in spite of rising oil prices and government’s
strong stand on pollution control. This market is set
to grow more in the coming years with SUVs at the
helm of the growth since it is a favored design
choice by many, the electric SUV market is set to
grow with many more players contemplating its
entry into this highly competitive market. As of
now, the Model X retains its top position owing to
its first movers’ advantage and its futuristic
interiors, a potent motor, growing network of fast
charging stations in the U.S. and timely updates
made directly to the software from the
manufacturer. However, with the rest of the three
gearing up for launches, the competition is fast on
its heels and ready to gun for the top spot. Can Tesla
pull out a quick one over them again? Only time
will tell.
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Talk the Taboo
-Sneha Ashok
Gone are the days when premarital sex,
menstruation and homosexuality were considered
taboo. The stigma around these have vanished
because the so-called millennials chose to deal with
it in a different way. Millennials firmly believe in
getting what they deserve and keeping things
simple. However, there has always been an
unspoken taboo in the workplace, which every
generation chose to ignore, and millennials are
doing it different this time too!
There have been many changes in workplace such
as equal pay for men and women, open door policy
that is taking the business world to a completely
new level. Millennials are not just growing the
culture of openness, but they are also responding to
it in a dynamic way. However, when it comes to
discussion about your salary it rather gets awkward.
Ask a baby boomer about their salary, and you will
probably get a grim look. However, ask somebody
in their 20s or 30s, they might react differently.
There has always been a stigma attached to
conversations about salary in work place but things
are changing now. A study conducted by The
Cashlorette reveals that individuals 18 to 36 years
of age are open to discussing their salaries with their
colleagues, friends (48%), and family (63%) than
previous generations.
The study also discovered 30% of recent college
graduates are okay with talking about pay with their
co-workers; on the other hand, only 8% of those
aged 53 to 71 felt the same.

Why is it not such a big deal?
Despite being low on spending money,
millennials say that a pay check is not the biggest
deciding factor for a career move.


Millennials share the same financial
concerns. They believe in being
independent and thus they had to take loans
for their education. Having the same
problems has led to a culture of openness
in which people seek to help from others
more often.



As they are more open minded, they
believe in working together with their coworkers, not against them. They
corroborate and grow as a whole.



Millennials believe in simplicity and
transparency. A survey conducted by
Deloitte found that open communication is
a major force of job satisfaction in
millennials world. "Open and free-flowing
communication" was present at work for
47% of millennials who were happy with
their jobs. It was present at just 31% for
people who were dissatisfied. Another
Research form ORC International found
that an average millennial wants to know
how they are doing 71 times a year for selfassessment and improvement. In addition,
one of the ways to do that is through open
communication.
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Millennials are the generation, which believes and
values equality and fairness. A wealth of
evidence has found that millennials broadly put
emphasis on the value of fairness, in both life and
work. Everything from diversity in the workplace
to gender equality reflects the millennial view of
what constitutes fairness. According to a 2016
Deloitte survey, 36% of millennials working in a
place with high job satisfaction said there is an
emphasis on fairness, compared to 17% of people
in low-satisfaction jobs.

With changing business environment and with more
youngsters in the business the whole culture is
changing rapidly and this is an era where millennials
with a different mindset and baby boomers, whose
circumstances were different, work together in an
environment and they are making significant
changes. Thus, talking about the salary in work place
isn’t a taboo anymore.
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AI in Human Resources
-Sneha Ashok
The world is evolving continuously and the
Business world is no exception. Business
environment is changing or rather improving at
a faster rate. Advent of new technologies such
as IoT, artificial intelligence and machine
learning has only accelerated the process.
These technologies are used to create better
costumer experience, efficient use of
technologies and sustainability of the business.
The integration of AI and machine learning has
not only created excitement but also scepticism
in the workforce as it is believed that they will
replace the workforce in the future.
But, in reality, the job replacement by the
machines will happen gradually than rapidly
and experts say that using Artificial
intelligence in work force will create more jobs
than it will replace. With major tech companies
and business giants making use of these new
technologies and experimenting on them, there
has to be a significant change in the business
model for efficient
integration and
implementation of these technologies. This
major transformation in the business isn’t
going to be easy to adapt for the employees and
the business structure in an organization.
The replacement of jobs by the machine and
integration of these technologies in the future is
inevitable but with suitable precautions and
methodologies the situation can be improved.
Change management is one such approach that
facilitates the collaboration of man and
machine. It is used in dealing with change and
transformation of organizational goals, process
and technologies. The goal is to implement
strategies to tackle the change and helping
people to adapt to that change. It also involves
responding to requests and following them up.

Organizations have been adopting this change
management with the help of various digital
and non-digital tools. It helps the
professionals to research, analyse, organize
and implement changes. In small firms, the
tools used maybe spreadsheets, Gantt charts
or flowcharts. But the larger companies are
using sophisticated software to maintain
change logs and provide stakeholders with an
integrated, holistic view of change and its
effects.
Few such software
management tools are:

used

as

change

• ChangeGear Change Manager (SunView
Software): Change management support for
DevOps and ITIL automation, as well as
business roles.
•
ChangeScout (Deloitte): cloud-based
organizational
change
management
application for evaluating sea changes as well
as incremental changes
• eChangeManager (Giva): a cloud-based,
stand-alone
IT
change
management
application.
• Remedy Change Management 9 (BMC
Software): assistance for managers with
planning, tracking and delivering successful
changes that are compliant with ITIL and
COBIT.
Change management practitioners can earn
certifications that recognizes their ability to
perform change management in an efficient
manner. Few of the popular change
management certifications are:
• Change Management Institute (CMI):
CMI offers Foundation, Specialist and Master
certifications.
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• Prosci: The Change Management Certification
validates the recipient is able to apply holistic
change management methodologies and the
ADKAR model to a project.
• Association of Change Management
Professionals (ACMP): ACMP offers a
Certified Change Management Professional
(CCMP) certification for best practices in change
management.
• Management and Strategy Institute (MSI):
The Change Management Specialist (CMS)
certification attests to the recipient's ability to
design and manage change programs.


Cornell University's SC Johnson College
of Business: The Change Leadership
certification program was developed to
authenticate a change agent's ability to carry
out a change initiative. The certification
requires four core courses and two leadership
electives.

Thus, this change management is being rapidly
adopted by various organizations for sustainable
development and efficient functioning of the
organization.

LOST IN ECHO
-Rahul Ranjan
There's a house between the trees, where my
childhood slept.
Where commoners were kings & wood was
swords & shield.
The kingdom of squirrels & birds worshipped me.
And the leaves clapped as I won my wars with
howling winds.
Where thirst was quenched with morning dews &
the moon came dancing through my window at
nights.
So now that I am dead take me there, take me
where the afternoons turned me eleven, Where I
found my love & kissed till seven.
There's a house between the trees, where I left my
soul, bury me near that tree, I want to meet my
childhood again.
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RAVEN

TIME

-Nikhil Patil

-Nandan Jha

Do you hate its gutteral calling?
His raspy words are most enthralling
Chirps and chimes, and a call that rhymes
Are not as true as that, which you find appalling.
Wings as black as the soul of a demon
Odin's friend and wisdom's beacon
Rotting flesh, or a fruit most fresh
Without a qualm it will have eaten.
Embodiment of darkness, a sight to behold
Resourceful beast of splendor untold
Unclean you say, to my dismay
A creature of legend from the tales of old
Such wise company is not for the craven
An idea at first might seem so brazen
It's not unheard, don't be unnerved
When I say I want my own pet raven.

Dear Friend
You have been lied to
Ever since you were a kid
You were told
To study, train & prepare
All just to be aware.
To take life by the horns
To get a dream job
Just to be adorned.
But you still struggle
To get ahead
Feels like everybody else is moving up
That's how they are bred.
So you put in long hours
And work your way up
But the stakes keep getting higher
That's how it is setup.
Or even worse,
When you have nothing to offer
After all the hard work
You ask yourself
What's there to put in the coffer.
You feel yourself grasping for straws,
And bullshitting your way
Through conversations,
There is no button for a pause.
How did this happen?
Where did I slack off?
With that uneasy feeling in the stomach
You want everything to cutoff.
It doesn't have to be this way
As you are a young person today,
You have a superpower
That established people lacked,
Time, my friend
Is your way back.
As time is a great equalizer
Leverage this egalitarianism
Make the best use of it
And remove all those skepticisms.
We live in an imperfect world
Where you don't have to specialized
As to be pigeonholed,
The way it is advertised.
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FinTech Vs TechFin
-Nandan Jha

In the years since the crash of 2007-08,
policymakers have concentrated on making
finance safer. The fourth Industrial revolution
brought the convergence of the physical and the
cybernetics world, and the digital technologies
that came along with it created new paths of
innovation that have disrupted the once known as
most traditional business model: the financial
services industry. The magical combination of
geeks in T-shirts and venture capital brought
fourth FinTech, where the original financial
system is improved upon by the use of technology.
A very common & simple example of this is the
online banking services that most of the traditional
banks offer through this platform. TechFin on the
other hand — coined by Chinese Tech giant
Alibaba’s founder Jack Ma in 2016 — is where
Tech companies provide financial services with a
more customer & technology centric approach.
Before we go any further here’s a snapshot of the
investment in the booming Fintech industry of the
world since 2012.

It will be useful here to compare the rise of
American tech giants to those from China to
better understand the difference. It’s a tug of war
between the BATs (Baidu, Alibaba & Tencent)
of China & the GAFAs (Google, Apple,
Facebook & Amazon) of America. During the
post dot-com bubble era, the Silicon Valley tech
giants relied on advertising models to grow &
generate more viewers — biggest examples being
search engines like Google and social media
platforms like Facebook. Apple started off
primarily as a hardware manufacturer as well
with its cell phones while online market
platforms like Ebay acquired Paypal to power &
process its transactions. Amazon on the other
hand used credit card to process payments on its
platform using the old school online merchant
account.
China, in contrast, lagged behind initially
in the technological adoption & assimilation
coupled with its low Credit card penetration
rates. However, this changed with the launch of
Alibaba (Hangzhou, 1999), a B2B (business to
business) platform which eventually transitioned
to a B2C (business to consumer) platform. The
Chinese tech giant incorporated payment
processing functionality from the get go to avoid
this hindrance. Alibaba extended its payment
system, Alipay to its B2C sister concern Taobao
to process customer transactions. While Amazon
provides money back guarantee to its customers,
Alibaba provided peace of mind to its clients by
keeping the money in a trust account until the
goods are received & approved by them.

Source: Pulse of FinTech2018. Global analysis of investment in
fintech, KPMG International (data provided by PitchBook), 9
July, 2018
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Alibaba’s huge customer base provided it the
leverage to launch other innovative ventures like
Yu’eBao or “leftover treasure” which offered
higher rate of return than the banks to customers
who parked their funds in the account. The Wall
Street Journal reported this new venture amassed
370 million account holders and $211 billion in
assets in just 4 years, second only to the largest
money market fund — JP Morgan Asset
Management. Then came the online gaming
startup — Shenzhen based Tencent with the
functionality of built-in micro payments based on
the freemium business model as shown in the
figure above. Basically gamers could play free of
charge but had to pay for value added features &
products. When Tencent transitioned into a mobile
app by introducing instant messaging through QQ
for Youth & WeChat eventually, they captured a
user base of almost one billion users! This
mammoth user base learnt to transact through the
innovative solutions built-in the instant messaging
ecosystem of the app. WeChat now also allows
customers to use third-party apps from within their
mobile

platform, including the financial ones without ever
exiting their App.
Things didn’t stop here. In 2015 Tencent launched
WeBank — China’s First Online only bank using
sophisticated credit analysis based on the WeChat
social media usage & online purchase patterns of
their customers. These analyses are also used to
service lenders in the traditional financial
ecosystem. QR codes (Quick Response codes) are
seeing widespread usage in an increasingly
cashless Chinese society. Chinese smart phone
users can also use scannable codes to facilitate
O2O (Offline to Online) payments. We are seeing
the emergence of “financial supermarkets” under
the banner of these big tech companies in China.
For example, Alibaba’s Zhao Cai Bao offers
fixed term deposit products from third-party
financial institutions or individuals. These
products compare to services that were only
available to institutional fund managers and to
existing retail sales distributions via the traditional
banking channels.
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Meanwhile the GAFAs in U.S started to adapt to
this tech push from the Chinese IT companies.
Facebook’s popular messaging app WhatsApp is
beginning to incorporate a lot of the innovative
features of WeChat. Apple has also transformed
from being a hardware vendor for cell phones to
providing services like the iTunes & the App store.
Amazon has ventured into subscription based
models like Amazon Prime which offers value
added services like online streaming services
besides offering a wide variety of financial services
as well leveraging its huge user base. Similarly,
Google has gone from a search engine to a portal
offering a multitude of free online services under
one roof. Besides this, the GAFAs are investing
heavily in the next-gen ABCD technologies —
namely Artificial intelligence, Blockchain, Cloud
computing & Data.
It remains to be seen how long will it take
GAFAs to use the Techfin model employed by the
Chinese BATs to directly compete & participate in
Finance arena given their broad user base, techno
prowess & consumer centric behavior. Probably the
one thing hindering the GAFAs is the stringent
regulations related to providing financial services
in the U.S. which banks are used to working with.
Tech giants on the other hand have brand names
that are trusted among the millenials to handle their
finances, especially when the banks have lost their
credibility after the recent financial crisis.

MOTIVATION
-Varun Saxena
Every time you burn me, every time you break
me
I’ll return from the ashes with a courage to be
broken again.
For, only a man can be broken, not the courage
Only a mind can be disturbed, not the
determination.
To break me, come up with something hard
So hard as to find yourself broken.
With Time tides change, people change but my
determination stays
On a milestone, that says “I never quit”.
Each milestone I crawl to, remind me to stand and
fall again.
Every failure I dragged with me helped me to
float above the rest.
Because failure is not something that bogs me
down,
Instead it gives me motivation to stand up and
fight the lost battle
To lose it again, because no battle is lost in the
field but in the mind of the survivor.
Be Strong, Be Hard, Be a Man in the midst of a
Storm.
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College buzz
- Sneha Ashok
It all started with 10-year anniversary celebration of
Symbiosis Institute of Business Management,
Bengaluru. Yes, it’s been 10 years since symbiosis set
foot in Bengaluru far away from the vicinities of
Maharashtra and it has come a long way since its
inception in 2008. The whole campus was adorned
like a newly wedded bride. The campus was rejoicing
the successful journey of 10 years and also welcomed
the batch of 2018 – 2020. It was one amazing start for
the new batch and little did we know the best was yet
to come.
Then, started the committee pitching’s, followed by a
week of continuous interviews and selection process.
Whoa! it was one long week and even before we could
settle in, Utopia came knocking on the doors. Utopia,
an event for international students in and around
Bengaluru was themed Eclectia - “multiplicity of
ideas, one unified voice “. We were all curious excited
for the first official event organized by the junior
International Relations Committee under the guidance
of the senior team.
The excitement we had, took the form of ecstasy
with amazing dance performance by Jhankaar,
mesmerising melodies by Saaz and stunning creatives
by Hippocampus. Series of events were lined up that
day from Pulse (dance) to Candance (Music). The
most anticipated event of the Utopia was fashion
show called “A la Moda” where students from
various colleges participated with great enthusiasm
and stole the spot light. The show stopping event of
Utopia was Mime, performed by Jzaa which left the
crowd in a great awe.

enthusiasm and stole the spot light. The show
stopping event of Utopia was Mime, performed by
Jzaa which left the crowd in a great awe.
July 31st wasn’t just about Utopia. It was also a day
to contribute towards the society by Donating
Blood through Blood Donation Drive organized by
the Social Responsibility Committee. The idea was
beautifully portrayed by a Nukkad naatak
performed by the very own JZAA Club. Finally,
the day ended with great food, new friends and a
DJ night.
It was not late before the Extra circular committee
walked in with its big event. There was huge
anticipation among the juniors in figuring out what
this event was all about. We took wild guesses that
it could be a quiz, or a debate or something like
mock preparations for our Summer internship
placements. Then ECC announced the event with a
bang “the big fight” – Hunt for the best manager in
SIBM, Bengaluru. And there it was, the battlefield
was open. It was fun running around the campus
accomplishing the tasks given. After several
rounds of tasks, the final 6 were chosen and their
limits were tested to bring out the best in them. And
finally, we found “The best manager of 2018”.
We entered the SIP season in style with Utthaan,
2018 with an amazing theme “Dreams on Wings”.
This event became close to everyone’s heart as it
brought the kid out in each one of us. The campus
was decorated with rockets, birds, stars and moon
to show the kids nothing can keep them down. It
was a special day for unprivileged Then, came
Alchemy and Saamagan 2018 which gave a whole
new perspective before the final exams. Yes, It is
all quite hectic and sometimes too much too handle
but we wouldn’t want it any different and I believe
these events and experiences keeps us going.
Looking forward to new experiences and new Tshirts!
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Feminism vs Misandry
-Samruddhi Shelkande

It has been 100 years since women got right to vote in Britain and not even one year since
women got right to drive in Saudi Arabia. There are many such examples because of which
feminism came into existence. It has become more of a notion of pride. Feminism claims to stand
for two things: equality and women empowerment. Many women tend to think feminism means
they should be treated loftier than men. “Bloody men, we deserve better than them” is this
feminism? NO. Its misandry. Because of this feminism is losing its true essence. Feminism strives
for equality irrespective of your gender. It has become a society norm to treat men superior in few
areas of life and feminism works against it but it doesn’t mean generate hate for men. People have
been told “all feminist hate men” wrong “all misandry hate men”. We all should strive to make
people aware that feminism is about equality and it is not misandry. On other hand there are also
many women who hate feminism. Feminist, we shouldn't nibble at their teasing. Rather, we should
utilize Women against Feminism usefully, however not as a real feedback (which it is surely not).
It is a reminder of how ineffective we are in making people aware.
Woman's rights are likewise not only for ladies. John Legend, Ryan Gosling, and even the
Dalai Lama are for the most part self-declared women's activists. Now, what's the major ordeal?
For what reason wouldn't we be able to all simply be humanists or egalitarians? We can. What's
more, we ought to be. In any case, we ought to likewise understand the women's liberation falls
under both of those classes, regardless of whether you like "Feminist" or not. By being a humanist,
you advocate for human intrigue and human esteem.
Sexism is an undeniable issue in all parts of the world, and we have to begin having
confidence in and pushing for equity of the genders. There is no shame in getting acknowledged
as feminist (especially for men) since it all about equality. John legend said “All men should be
feminist if men cared about women’s right, world would be a better place”. World is moving
towards hatred and we all are going with flow. But we all should stop, think and make a choice.
There is enough hate between nations, communities, religions already. Do we need misandry to
add up or should we understand feminism and support it?
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IoT in Supply Chain
-Saurabh Nagraj

In this age of an ongoing Digital revolution in terms of the way businesses function, almost every
area is on the verge of a complete makeover in the way it carries out its processes. One such field
to be deeply impacted due to this revolution is Logistics and Supply Chain Management. Long
gone are those days where Supply Chain just meant keeping a track of everything including raw
materials to the finished product. Today, Supply chain is a critical way to gain an advantage over
your competitors in terms of operational efficiencies and also an important factor in building your
brand (read Boeing). The field of Logistics and Supply Chain is predicted to be subjected to
immense changes in the coming years due to the increasing applications of modern technology
like AI, Blockchain and the Internet of Things (IoT) irrespective of it being an inhouse developed
Supply Chain or a 3PL Supply Chain. There are a lot of articles on how the IoT technology is
going to be the frontrunner for change in almost all the industries. The IoT technology has a
plethora of applications in the domestic and industrial scenario. IIoT (Industrial Internet of Things)
is set to revolutionize the Global supply chain scenario by breaking the boundaries in terms of the
transparency provided to the firm in each and every step of its Supply chain. With supply chain
growing across countries and increasingly complex in nature, this type of transparency is sure to
bring about the much needed operational efficiency for companies who wish to surpass the
competition and bag the top spot. When it comes to operational efficiencies the changes that IIoT
will bring about as I come to know about it are:






Asset Tracking: Over the years, Barcode scanners have been the standard method for asset
tracking within the supply chain. But, with IoT, those things are quickly turning obsolete.
With the new RFID and GPS sensors, the data collected across parameters like the time
spent by a particular item in cargo, the temperature at which it was stored, etc. can be
shared real time.
Quality Assurance: Now that the customer involvement being at its peak throughout the
product manufacturing cycle, it is of utmost importance to look after the quality and
consistency aspect of its products. Back in the day, quality assurance agents would inspect
everything from single products to entire warehouses of goods—all with their own eyes
and hands. Not anymore, the introduction of IIoT allows businesses to bring a sense of
uniformity and trust to their QA process, using systems of intelligent sensors to ensure all
products meet certain quality standards. Even more, those sensors can store and send data
to analyse when errors occur, and how they might be addressed in the future. This has the
potential to save millions of dollars in lost product and customer complaints.
Forecasting and Inventory: IIoT can without a doubt store data which is comparatively
more accurate and diverse in nature. This leads to an inventory management schedule far
more accurate than what humans can manage alone. Take the example of Amazon using
WiFi robots to keep a track of all its products and orders. These robots are connected with
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an aim to provide real time data of the inventory to achieve a far more accurate forecast of
the demand.
Connected fleets: The increasing complexity of the Supply chains mainly in the
transportation department needs an overhaul with IIoT in place. Imagine all the vehicles
used to transport the goods connected by a single framework which will improve the
scheduling of deliveries and in the end the goal of dispatching good quality products to
the consumers on time always.

Apart from these many areas like Vendor Relations, Scheduling and Predictive maintenance,
Automation of Documentation are scheduled to be thoroughly revolutionized with the Internet of
Things technology. Research shows that almost 70% of the manufacturing and retail business have
already started implementing change and transformation in their Supply chain processes. But the
same global nature of the supply chain processes will pose a major hurdle in the implementation
of this technology. But having said that, one thing is for sure the onslaught of IoT and other such
modern innovations are set to change the face of the supply chain at a faster rate and on a grander
scale than ever before.
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The beauty of chess
-Ankit Mehta
As far as I can remember, I have always
been attracted to the things which are
pure and in some or the other way reveals
the truth of the universe by acting as my
personal intellectual stimulus. The
processes which make my soul vibrate at
the same frequency as of the universe and
I believe deep down that I am not the only
one out there. In my perpetual and
constant search of reaching at a higher
dimension, I’ve often stumbled across
various platforms which calmed my
energy down. Some examples of these in
which I’ve made my shrine are music, art,
poetry, meditation, math, philosophy and
chess. The aesthetics of chess are
undeniably truly beautiful and by
devoting myself to chess has opened the
places in my mind that I never knew
existed.
The idea of intellectual beauty isn’t much
familiar to the masses when we include
chess in the definition since many people
just tacitly assume that the chess
problems are boring while missing out on
the fact that every problem of chess is a
piece of art. These days, the concept of
intellectual beauty is more neglected than
appreciated while limiting it to only few
things and being ignorant towards others.
Argentinian grandmaster, Miguel Najdorf
once said that, “Chess is a mirror of the
soul. Watch how a man plays chess and
you will see his essence. Chess is a

combination of art, knowledge, game and
risk.
Yes, risk because in chess you often have
to venture and put fate to the test. Success
often depends on accidental factors.
It is often believed that chess is
something that can push you to the edge
and many chess players have descended
into a state of madness because they were
diving too deep inside it. Stephen Moss
told about his never ending love-hate
relationship with chess which was
agonizing for him for his entire life. He
wrote that in his desperation to improve
he was prepared to sacrifice a great deal
in his lifestyle and admitted that what
really drove him was a need to crush his
opponents “into the dust”.
The history of chess has somewhat
been in turmoil but it has produced
geniuses that this world would have never
seen otherwise. It is most people and my
first exposure to the universal truth but
what is it about these 64 squares and 32
pieces which is so mysterious, intriguing
and beautiful? You can put your entire
mind into it and it is still endless. There are
no chances here, just pure application of
your thought process and this is the same
reason, that there are philosophers who
still exist and monks who go to mountain,
poets, artists and musicians.
The fascination of chess moves can be
realized by anyone who likes numbers.
After each player has moved 5 times there
are 69,352,859,712,417 possible games
that could have been played. There are
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more possibilities to play the game after 4
moves than there are stars in the whole
universe! Over the time many
mathematicians have tried to calculate
the number of variations in the game of
chess and the lower limit was found to be
10123 in an average game of 80 moves.
Just to give you an idea about how big
this number is, the number of atoms in
the observable universe, to which it is
often compared, is roughly estimated to
be 1080.

It’s simple and yet the elegance, the aesthetic in
which it shoots up in your brain is ineffable. You
drift through time and space while ascending to
a higher state of existence which is endless and
whether you try to fight this or embrace it with
everything you have, it is one thing that will
always keep your spirit flying!

In earlier times, when there were no
software or computers to train the
human mind for the game, the players
who were actually strong were simple
seemed as magicians. I would be doing
wrong here if I didn’t mention my
favorite, Bobby Fischer, who turned the
tables for the entire world. Before his sad
demise, after descending into the spiral
of madness from which there was no
turning back had already left a huge mark
in and for the game. Magnus Carlsen, the
prodigal child and Russian players like
Garry Kasparov are still changing the
world for the better.
It is the ultimate mind battle. You can
play casually or devote your whole life in
it for the search of truth, chess can
handle both. You and your opponent are
playing the same game, there’s silence
and if you both appreciate the game, the
only race in it is to push your mind over
the horizon to figure out the truth that
lies on that board. It’s simple and yet the
elegance
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The Red Army, My Tale
-Ankit Das

To all the Red Devils out there. Never stop believing!

“Glory Glory Manchester United”

“Some say, football is a game, a sport. Others say, football is a religion. They say football was born
in England, it is true. And say, the toughest teams of the world play in the one premier league, can’t argue.
Some say, the world’s best team has its home in England, I agree. Some say, Manchester United is not the
one, I don’t. I definitely don’t.”

It has been an age-old question- Why Manchester United? Why not the other clubs like their noisy neighbors
or the Londoners? Why not the Merseyside clubs nor the clubs with “all the superstars of world football”?
Why not anything else but them, the damned United, they ask. To them, my only answer, that others don’t
have what it takes to be the best even if are down to the very bottom and have lost all hopes. The red players,
the illustrative fans, the Theatre of Dreams, the chants, the rivals, the matches, the managers, the Academy,
the tricks, the treats, the wins and the loses, the trophies, the heartbreaks, United has given us everything
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and more. Yes, today’s football has all the limelight the world can shower- big money signings to bigger
media highlights, bigger picture to better clarity on how to win matches. And in fact, Manchester United
has become a part of the melodrama, but, this is what it takes now to survive. Having one of the best talent
academies to being the richest club in the world, United has seen and been everything, but, never backed
down.

Started in the year, 1878, Manchester being the capital of English football, United have dominated since,
winning record 20 PLs, 12 FA Cups, 5 League Cups, record 21 Community Shields, 3 UEFA
Championships, 1 European Cup Winner’s Cup, 1 European Super Cup, 1 Intercontinental Cup, 1 FIFA
Club World Cup and recently, the UEFA Europa League Cup, thus, completing the trophy cabinet, actually,
a room, and, till date nothing new is there to win for the club. But, do I support them for all the glitter and
glamour that they have earned, no! Started following the club since ’01 after my late grandfather and uncle,
there was always an aura that followed the club when they played which baffled me all the time whenever
I watched. But, the day they earned my absolute respect and true dedication was the day I learnt about the
tragic accident that happened in Munich on 6th February 1958, when the aircraft that carried the team from
a Champions League game crashed, taking the lives of 23 people on board, which included eight players.
The Busby Babes, they were called, etched into the lives of the people and everyone who followed football.
And did they recover! United came back with a new team of youth players, won the FA Cup first, and the
leagues, the subsequent seasons. Not only they gained my respect, they gained the respect of the whole
world and never lost it, ever.

The club has seen the likes of David Beckham, Eric Cantona, Nemanaja Vidic, Cristiano Ronaldo, Paul
Scholes, Ryan Giggs, the Holy Trinity, Wayne Rooney, Sir Alex Ferguson, Sir Matts Busby and many
more, some home-groomed and some bought, the club has always had the best. With the present corps of
players like Paul Pogba, Romelu Lukaku, Juan Mata, David De Gea, Eric Baily, Jesse Lingard, and others
guided by the Special One, Jose Mourinho, United is under good hands. Although, there has been many
ups and downs recently, with the shifting of power from multiple managers to recent loses, and as the club
goes by, they have overcome more challenging problems than what lies ahead, and, I am definite, they will
pass over the present turmoil, with flair.
That was my review of the club I follow, I adore.
I am Ankit Das and I am a proud Red Devil.
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Twinkle – Twinkle
©viplavwrites

Twinkle-twinkle little star,
This is a story of a scar.
On a skin too young to know what they are.
Scars from no blades and knives.
But from a father who devours his daughter, bored of his wives.
Up above the world so high,
Was a God who cried, bit by bit, every other night.
As the creator destroyed his creation,
As the latter submits without a fight,
the former feasts without hesitation.

The night when it happened the first time,
She felt coarse hands on her mouth, she cried. Something in her, died.
The next time,
She stayed absolutely still, thinking it might not happen again.
But oh! in vain!
The next time was in the kitchen,
"Genie! Genie!"
"Yes, Baba..."
"Eating sugar?"
"No, Baba!"
"Open your mouth!"
"Ha Ha Ha!"

Two years hence, she doesn't smile now.
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Not to her departed mother's picture, not to her doll, not even to her best friends, the kids who
understand a different meaning of a father's embrace.
They watch her as she doesn't come out to play, no matter how much they coerce and call, all the
humpty dumpties sitting on the opposite wall.
Baba! She weeps. Have you any mercy?
Any love? Have all the tears dried? Why can't I go to school?
Why every time when you see me, you don't smile but drool?

But, one fine day, she went out to play.
Like Jack and Jill, she went up the hill.
To get rid of the pain, to stop the manical laughter.
The tears came tumbling down. Like she, down the hill, soon after!
She died.

The father's deeds didn't hurt her,
Not more than the fact that he didn't cry.
He moved on, to his younger one. No one asked why!
She still weeps, the tears still glimmer,
Like a diamond in the sky.
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